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Abstract. Let m > 1, and consider a set $/ = {a,-} of residues modulo m

such that <a, and a, — a¡ for all ; and j with i ^ j are quadratic residues

(nonresidues) modulo m . We investigate the estimation of the maximal cardi-

nality of such a set si for various moduli m .

1. Introduction

Let m > 1 be an integer, and set

3i(m) = {r; 1 < r < m — 1, r-quadratic residue modulo m} ,

Jr(m) = {n; 1 < n <m- 1, «-quadratic nonresidue modulo m} .

We say that a set si of residues ax, a2,... , a^ modulo m satisfies

(CO  if a¡ e 31 (m) for all 1 < / < k,
(C2)  if a¡ - aj e 31\m) for all 1 < i, j < k, i ¿ j.

Further, let Rxim), R2im), and RXt2(m) denote the maximal cardinality of

a set s/ under conditions (Cx), (C2), and both (Q) and (C2) respectively.
Similarly, we define the functions Nx(m), N2(m), and NXy2im), where in

conditions (Ci) and (C2) the set M\m) is replaced by the set JVim). We
also introduce the set 31* im) = 31 im) U {0} with mutatis mutandis counting

functions R\im), R2(m), and R*>2(m).
The problem of estimating the above functions has already been investigated.

The exact value of Rx(m) and thus of Nx(m), since Rx(m) + Nx(m) = m - 1,

has been determined in [7]. Imposing condition (C2) in both cases Of 3¿(m)

or JV~(m) makes the problem highly nontrivial.

It is easy to see that if p is a prime 3 (mod4) then R2(p) = R\,2(p) =
N2(p) = Nx 2(p) = 1, and if p is a prime 1  (mod4) then R2(p) = N2(p) >

Ri,2(p) = Ni,z(p).
It is also obvious that R2(m) < N2(m), Rx,2(m) < NXt2(m), Rx¡2(m) <

R2(m), and Nx 2(m) < N2(m) for all integers m. If p = 3 (mod4) then

R\(p) = Rx(p)',  R*2(p) = R2(p), and R\>2(p) = Ri>2(p), and R*(m) =
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Rx(m) + 1, R$(m) = R2(m) + l, and R*l2(m) = Rx y2(m) + l for other integers.

If p is a prime 1 (mod 4) then Buell and Williams [2] have proved

(1) Ri,2(p)>2-loêP    for allp,

(2) Rx,2(p)<px'2logp    for allp,

(3) Rx,2(p) <(l+e)px'2logp/4log2    forp>p0(e),

where both the upper and lower bounds have been obtained using an estimate

f°r I Y?xZo(f(x)/p)\ as a consequence of a deep result of A. Weil related to his
proof of the Riemann hypothesis for curves over finite fields.

Sarközy [10] made ingenious use of a certain result (see Lemma) of Erdös

and Szekeres on extremal graph theory and derived

riogo-i)
(4) N2(p) > + 1

log 4

A slight modification of his method leads to

for all p = 1 (mod 4).

(5) Ri,2(p) = Nlt2(p)>
logO - 1) + 1

log4 2J

Ruzsa [8, 9] proved that if m is a squarefree integer consisting exclusively of

primes 1 (mod 4) then

(6) N2(m) < Vm

and conjectured that it holds for all squarefree integers.
Ebert [5] asked what is the value of Rx ,2(p"), where p is a prime and p" = 1

(mod 4).
Recently the author proved [4] that in the case of primes 1 (mod 4)

(7) Ri,i(p)<y/P    for allp

and

1 - e
(8) Rx>2(p)>—^ log/?    for p>p0(e).

In this paper the following will be proved.

Theorem 1. If p = 1 (mod4) and n>l then R*x<2(pn) > (R¡ 2ip))/L(n~l),2}+ï ■

If p = 3  (mod4) and n > 1 then R*x<2(pn) = 1.

Theorem 2. If m is a squarefree integer then N2(m) «C mT with x = ¿ +

1/ log log m, the implied constant being absolute.

Theorem 3. If p = I   (mod4) and p > 29 then RXt2(p) > log/?/log4.

Corollary 1. If m is a squarefree integer with all prime divisors 1 (mod 4) then

R\,2(m) > C(m)Y[plmlogp, where C(m) = (log4)-Ct,(m> and oj(m) is the num-

ber of distinct prime factors of m.

Corollary 2. limsxivm^00Rx,2(m)/mlXosx<*Xo*m)H3Xo*x<*mî > 0.

2. Proof of Theorem 1

Let p = 1 (mod4) and sfip) = {rx, f2, ... , fs} be the maximal set of

residues modulo p satisfying conditions (Q) and (C2) with respect to the set

R*ip) ,so s = R*x>2ip) and 0 e sf[p).
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An easy calculation shows that the elements of the form

?k + ñ,P2 + fi2P4 + ■■■ + fikp2k ,

where ftj esf(p) and k = [(« - l)/2], are all distinct residues modulo p" and

satisfy (CO and (C2). Counting the number of elements of the above form

we see that R*x¡2(pn) > (R*x2(p))k+X.

To prove the second part of the theorem we recall that if p is an odd prime

and (a, p) = 1 then the number of solutions to x2 = a (mod/?") is 1 + (a//?).

Suppose now p = 3 (mod 4), and assume JR* 2(/?")> 2. Let rx and r2 be the

residues in question such that r» ^ r2 (mod/?"). Let rx - r2= pac (mod/?"),

where 0 < a < n - 1 and (c, /?) = 1. By condition (C2), pac is a quadratic

residue modulo /?" , so a must be even, say a = 2ß , and c must be a quadratic

residue modulo p"~2^ . Similar consideration of the difference r2 - rx yields

that -c is also a quadratic residue modulo pn~2^ . Thus, by the above remark,

both c and —c are quadratic residues modulo /?, which is impossible.

3. Proof of Theorem 2

Let m be squarefree, and set Gm(x) = Y!?I\ e(j2x/m) and gm(x) =

Y,aest? e(ax/m), where stf is any set of residues modulo m that satisfies con-
dition (C2) with respect to JY(m).

First we shall prove that Yl7=d \Sm(x)\2Gm(x) = 0. We have

m—1 m—\ m—\

£ \sm(x)?Gm(x) = £ £   £ * ((      w        )
jc=0 x=0 j=l a,a'€Jtf

m-lm—l      / ■■)    \ m—\m—\      ,, ,  ,    .-»»,

ae.»' ;'=1 Jc=0      x        y      a^a' 7=1 x=0     v

= Ii + X2, say.

Since  1 < j < m — 1  and m is squarefree,  m f y'2, so Si = 0.   Also
a - a' + j2 ^ 0  (mod m) for all a¿ a' and / ; thus, Z2 = 0. It follows that

m-l

¡gm(0)|2(rm(0) =   -£|sm(x)|2Gm(x).

Hence

(9) \sf\2(m-l)<Y,\Sm(x)\2Gm(x).

x=\

m-l

X=l

Since

m/(n^,x)     /;2.vX       m/jm,:*:)      /i2v,{tm    ^ x z'^      m      \ l/2>

,.       \m)~     ZÍ      \m/(m,x)Jj=\

it follows that

.("*>*)

m       / -2    \

(10) I>( — )=Ö(m1/2(m,x)1/2).
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From (9) and (10) it follows that

m-l

(11) \^\2m « mx'2 £ \gm(x)\2(x, m)xl2.

x=l

We also have

171— 1 /W—1 // _/\\

Ei*-mi2=E E* ^
jc=1 a,a'€s/      v 7

-EE.+EE*^
X-l   a€Jp/ ÛpTÎû'  XppppppI x '

= \s/\(m - 1) - (|.af*|2 - |j/|) = |jjr*|w -W\2< \sf\m.

Further, since m is squarefree, we have

m—\ m—\

YJ\gm(x)\2(x,m)Xl2=Y,\gm(x)\2 + Y,(dXI2-1)     £     \Sm(x)\2
x=\ x=\ d\m (x,m)=d

m-l m/d-l

- j>«(*)i2+5>1/2-1> £ i«-/-r(*)i2
(13^ x=x d\m x=\

<m\tf\ + J2di/2'
d\m

,m

< m\sf\    1 + £¿~1/2    < m\sf\2°>W.

\ d\m J

Combining (11) and (13) we obtain

|j/|2m«m1/2m|j/|2w(m),

so \sf\ -c mxl22m(m).   Since for a squarefree integer m, one has co(m) -c

log m/ log log m ; finally

JV^m) « m1    with x = - +
2     log log m '

4. Proof of Theorem 3

Here we follow the method of Sarközy. We need the following lemma due

to Erdös and Szekeres [3].

Lemma. Let K and N be positive integers and Gk a graph of K vertices. If

(2ï:îh*
then either Gk or the complement of G¡c contains a complete subgraph (clique)
of N vertices. Let N > 12. It is known that

/2N - 2\ 22N~2       1/24(a,-i) m f{N)
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Let N0 = [log K/ log 4 + log log K/ log 16 + 1]. With this choice

f(Np) < gl/2V^   , K^* <K.
yß       V1og^ + (loglog/s:-log4)/2

Thus, it follows from the lemma that each graph Gk of K vertices or its
complement contains a complete subgraph of [log K/ log 4+log log K/ log 16 +1 ]
vertices. Now let /? = 1 (mod 4) be a prime. Define the graph G(p - l)/2 of
(p - l)/2 vertices Px, P2, ... , P(p - l)/2 that corresponds to all quadratic

residues rx, ... , r(p - l)/2 modulo p , 1 < r < p — 1. We connect vertices P,

and Pj (i ,¿ j) iff ((r,- - rj)p) = 1. Since /? = 1 (mod 4), the graph is not
directed.

By the above either G(p - l)/2 or its complement contains a complete graph

of

T =
log[(/?-l)/2] | loglog[(/? - l)/2] | l

log 4 log 16

vertices, say P,,, P,2,..., P,r . Accordingly, either the set sf = {ri{, ... , r¡T}

or *8 = {sr¡t, ..., srÍT} , where s is any fixed quadratic nonresidue modulo p,

satisfies both conditions (Ci) and (C2). It follows that Rx,2(p) > T, where

The inequality

T^ log(/?-l) | loglog[(j?-l)/2]     1

log4 log 16 2

log(/?- 1)     loglog(/?-1)/2     1     log/?

log4 log 16 2     log4

is equivalent to

If p > 129 then 4[p/(p - I)]2 < 4(129/128)2 < 4.07 and log[(p - l)/2] >
log 64 > 4.15 ; thus, (14) follows. The inequality T > log/?/log 4 can easily be
checked for all /? = 1   (mod 4), 29 < /? < 129.

5. Proof of Corollaries 1 and 2

Let m be a squarefree integer, m = pxp2 • • -p,, p¡ s 1 mod 4, 1 < i < r.

For each /?, let sf*(p¡) c3?*(p¡) be a set of maximal cardinality satisfying (d)
and (C2) so that \sf*ip¡)\ = PJ 2ÍP¡) ■ Every integer x = r¡ (mod/?,) for all

1 <i <r and all r, e s/*(p¡) beiongs to s/*im), where \sf*im)\ = R*x<2(m).

Thus Corollary 1 follows from the Chinese Remainder Theorem.

If m = pxp2 ■p, is the product of the first r primes 1 (mod 4) then co(m) ~
(log m ) I ( 2 log log m ). Therefore,

£  log log/?,
log m log log login

2(loglogm)
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and by Corollary 1 for such integers m

/     1     yiogm)/(21oglogm) ^logm logloglog m X

Rl-*m)>{w) exp(     2(loglogm)     j

>exK2raok(logloglogw-ï))
/log m log log log m

\      3 log log m

where the implied constant is absolute and positive. This proves Corollary 2.

6. Final remarks

Based on the empirical data, Buell and Williams suggest Rx,2(p) (p = 1 mod
4) looking like clog[(/? —l)/2] for c ranging from 1.42 to 1.94. As we saw in

the proof of Theorem 3, the value of Rx,2(p) is related to the size of a clique

of the graph G(p_i)/2. Under the assumption that the graphs behave as if they

were random graphs we can apply [1, Theorem 4, p. 257] to get a good estimate

of the expected sizes of cliques in the above graphs. Thus for almost all primes
/? these estimates have a constant c ranging from 1.44 to 2.16 on the low end

and from 2.16 to 2.88 on the high end.
On the other hand, it is possible to have infinitely many exceptional primes for

which the above estimations do not hold. To see this, let «(/?) denote the small-

est positive integer which is not a quadratic residue modulo a prime /?. Mont-
gomery [6] showed that if the Riemann hypothesis is true for all L-functions

of real characters x then there is an e > 0 such that n(p) > e(log/?)(loglog/?)
for infinitely many primes. A slight modification of his argument leads to the
analog statement for primes p = 1 (mod 4). In such case, however, the

set {0,1,2,..., «(/?) - 1} satisfies both conditions (Cj) and (C2), giving

R*x,2(p) ̂  n(P) > e'(log/?)(loglog/?) for infinitely many "exceptional" primes

/? = 1 (mod 4). This lower bound contradicts the conjecture of Buell and

Williams.
We also point out that two different methods have been employed to calculate

the lower bound for Rx,2(p)—one based on the Weil estimation (9) and the
other on the extremal graph theory (Theorem 3). Amazingly both yield almost

the same result. It would be quite interesting to improve the constant (log4)_I.
Finally we note that Theorem 2 can be generalized to the case of kxh power

residues. Thus if N2k(m) denotes the maximal number of residues modulo a

squarefree m that can be selected so that no difference between them is a kxh

power residue then

^.¿(w) < ™r    with m - 1 - r +
log log m
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